Abstract Stochastic Petri Nets and their generalizations are powerful formalisms for the specification of stochastic processes. In their original definition they do not provide any specification for the token extraction order applied by a transition to its input places, however this aspect may be relevant if timed transitions are interpreted as servers and tokens as customers, so that the extraction order may be interpreted as a scheduling policy. In this paper we discuss how the token scheduling policies different from the Random Order one which is assumed by default, may be relevant for the computation of average performance indices.
Introduction
The original definition of Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) [9] and of their later extensions (e.g. Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets [1] -GSPNs -and Stochastic WellFormed Nets [5] -SWNs) do not provide any specification for the policy used to extract the tokens from the input place(s) of a transition upon its firing (queueing policy). This is due to the fact that when firing times have negative exponential distribution and tokens are indistinguishable, the specification of queueing policies become inessential as long as average performance indices are the objective of the analysis: hence tokens are picked from the input places in Random Order (RO).
When timed transitions are interpreted as servers, firing delays as activity durations, and tokens as customers that are moved from input to output places upon transition firings, response time distributions may become important and the need arises of specifying queueing policies for input places (an issue that has been studied in [2] ) and of accounting for the relevant results of queueing theory that apply within this context. The impact that service policies have on the behavior of queueing models is well understood and average performance indices such as throughputs, utilizations, mean queue lengths, and mean response times are shown to be insensi-tive to queueing policies, as long as they are work-conservative and the service time distribution is negative exponential [6] . Things start to be more complex if general service time distributions are considered in conjunction with queueing policies that exhibit preemptive or sharing features. Indeed, it is well known [6, 7, 3] that the average performance indices computed for an M/G/1 queue with Processor Sharing (PS) or Last-Come-First-Served Preemptive-Resume (LCFS-PR) queueing policies are identical to those of M/M/1 queues with same mean service times while they differ considerably when the queueing policy is First-Come-First-Served (FCFS): in this case the coefficient of variation (CV) of the service time distribution plays an important role. Hence, when generally distributed firing times are considered in SPNs (possibly represented through subnets of exponential transitions, in case of phase type distributions [1]) token queueing policies should not be overlooked.
Things become even more intriguing when we turn our attention towards High Level Stochastic Petri nets, such as SWNs, where tokens are colored and are thus distinct. In this case both the extraction criteria from the input place(s) and the service time may depend on the token color: this is implemented through arc functions and color dependent rates. A peculiar feature of SWNs is a carefully defined syntax, which allows to automatically exploit behavioral symmetries when performing state space based analysis. In case of completely symmetric SWNs and under some additional restrictions (on color synchronization), it may still happen that queueing policies do not influence the average performance indices, however if the color of tokens representing customers are used to model different behaviors (through static subclasses) or to synchronize tokens (as in the fork-join example of Sec. 3), the queueing policy may have an impact.
In this paper we address these last issues by presenting the results obtained for a set of SWN models which reflect some of these situations (Sec. 3). In the first example a case is discussed where the queueing policy at a service station with negative exponential service time and color independent rate is relevant, due to batch arrivals of tokens of a subclass. In the second example the effect of a hyper-exponential service time distribution is first considered, then the impact of different queueing policies on the branches of a fork-join structure is studied. Finally we consider a simplified version of a Queueing PN (QPN) model [4] proposed in [8] , for which it was observed the importance of the queueing policy of a buffer place due to the presence of color dependent service rates.
The examples discussed in this paper are meant to provide evidence that disregarding the order of extraction of tokens from places may produce misleading results. As such, they represent the basis for the characterization of SWN model classes that are insensitive to the queueing policy, on which we are currently working. For the moment we emphasize the importance of adding some syntactic sugar to the SWN formalism thus providing some new primitives similar to those proposed in QPNs. In practice, this amounts to the development of compact submodels that can be automatically embedded in the SWN representation of a system: in Sec. 3 we discuss how this can be done without giving up the possibility of using the efficient Symbolic Reachability Graph (SRG) algorithm, that exploits model symmetries and considerably reduces its state space size.
